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On 20 November the Eurogroup held an extraordinary meeting
in Brussels to discuss Greece's financing needs and debt
sustainability. Euro zone finance ministers should approve the
next steps to be done with Greece. A deal on debt reduction
may be one of the most important points of the meeting
Only the original language version is authentic and it prevails in the event
of its differing from the translated versions.
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00:00:00 Title

00:00:05

00:00:05 Arrival of Jean-Claude
Juncker, President of
the Eurogroup

00:00:03

00:00:08 SOUNDBITE (in
German) by
Jean-Claude Juncker:
Greece has delivered
its part of the deal, we
have now to agree on
the remaining details,
there are good
possibilities for a
comprehensive
solution today, but
noone can be entirely
sure.

00:00:16

00:00:24 SOUNDBITE (in
Ducht) by Jeroen
Dijsselbloem, Dutch
Minister for Finance

00:00:21

00:00:45 Jeroen Dijsselbloem
entering the Justus
Lipsius

00:00:07

00:00:52 Arrival of Mario Draghi,
President of the
European Central Bank
(ECB) (2 shots)

00:00:19

00:01:11 Arrival and
SOUNDBITE (in
English) Christine
Lagarde, Managing
director of the
International Monetary
Fund: We are going to
work very
constructively to see if
we can find a solution
for Greece, that is
really our goal, our
purpose and our
mission

00:00:27

00:01:38 Arrival of Janez
Šušteršič, Slovenian
Minister for Finance

00:00:08

00:01:46 Arrival of Maria Fekter,
Austrian Minister for
Finance

00:00:10

00:01:56 SOUNDBITE (in
English) by Maria
Fekter: We are going
to have a report from
the troika on the
fulfilment by Greece of
the prior actions and if
the law they passed
last week is the right
path for the whole
programme. If the
report is positive, we
can discuss how can
we close the gap with
some billions, which is
correlated to the longer
time we let Greece for
having the programme.

00:00:46

00:02:42 SOUNDBITE (in
German) Maria Fekter:
Of course I have some
preferences and that is
no fresh money, iis
difficult to explain to

00:00:08

difficult to explain to
our taxpayers
00:02:50 Wolfgang Schäuble,
German Minister for
Finance entering the
Justus Lipsius

00:00:07

00:02:57 SOUNDBITE (in
German) by Wolfgang
Schäuble: We must
find a way for the
Greek programme on
the basis of the troika
report, to see how can
we deal with the
consequences of
recession and close
the gap of the two-year
extension that has
been given to Greece.
We will have
discussions on
different proposals and
if we reach an
agreement as I hope,
we will bring it to the
national parliaments for
ratification, if it will be
the case, we can move
on next week with the
implementation.

00:00:48

00:03:45 Arival of Olli Rehn and
SOUNDBITE (in
English), Member of
the EC in charge of
Economic, Monetary
Affairs and the Euro:
The Eurogroup this
evening should take
the necessary
decisions to restore the
debt sustainability of
Greece. It is essential
that we will be able to
decide on a set of
credible measures to
reduce the debt burden
of Greece even more.
We should be ready to
reach further decisions
in the coming years in

00:00:47

in the coming years in
order to ensure that
there is sufficient debt
sustainability of
Greece.
00:04:32 SOUNDBITE (in
English) by Olli Rehn:
Greece has shown that
it is serious about
reforms on fiscal
consolidation and
structural reforms. Now
it is important to clear
the air of uncertainty
over Greece and
Europe to boost
investment that is so
important for growth.

00:00:35

00:05:07 Arrival of Luis De
Guindos Jurado,
Spanish Minister for
Economic Affairs and
Competitiveness

00:00:04

00:05:11 SOUNDBITE (in
Spanish) by Luis De
Guindos Jurado: I hope
that we'll have an
agreement for Greece.
I think it will be very
positive for Greece, for
the future of the Union.
Another day we had a
lot of pogress
regarding the
conditionality and now
we should adress the
Greek debt toward
120% in 2020. I hope
that we'll reach an
agreement and we'll
have a credible
solution for Greece

00:00:33

00:05:44 Arrival of Jutta
Urpilainen, Finnish
Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister for
Finance

00:00:06

00:05:50 Arrival of Michael
Noonan, Irish Minister
for Finance

00:00:13

00:06:03 SOUNDBITE (in
English) by Michael
Noonan, Irish Minister
for Finance: They have
to continue to resolve
the issues. I think
everybody wants to
see the Greek situation
resolved.

00:00:16

00:06:19 SOUNDBITE (in
English) by Michael
Noonan: The idea will
be that we will
negotiate savings
across the public
services

00:00:09

00:06:28 Arrival of Pierre
Moscovici,French
Minister for Economic
Affairs and Finance

00:00:09

00:06:37 SOUNDBITE (in
French) by Pierre
Moscovici: I hope that
tonight we will find a
political agreement to
allow a sustainable
program for Greece, a
robust and definitive
one. The Troika is
going to present its
findings on the
evaluation of the efforts
made by Greece. And I
have no doubt that this
assessment will be
positive. We also have
to consider the
financing of the
program and the
long-term
sustainability. It is the
duty of the finance
minsiters tonight to
reach an agreement.

00:00:46

00:07:23 SOUNDBITE (in
Italian) by Vittorio Grilli,
Italian Minister for
Economic Affairs and
Finance: It is too early
to say, we are all here
to try to find an
agreement, but we
could only know it after
the meeting

00:00:07

00:07:30 Arrival of Steven
Vanackere, Belgian
Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister for
Finance and
Sustainable
Development

00:00:08

00:07:38 SOUNDBITE (in
Dutch) by Steven
Vanackere: everybody
knows that the Greeks
made a lot of efforts
and that it's time that
we can concrete some
form of support. But
first let's wait how
today's meeting will
evolve. I just want to
say, that it would be
not normal that
countries like Belgium,
who towards Greece
always kept the same
position also on
solidarity for instance,
will be asked to help
more than others. It
needs to be a
collective effort, but it is
essential that Greece
remains on their path
of reforms.

00:00:00
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